
VILLAGE GUGUKHAM, PANGOT, NAINITAL

MOKSHAM 
HIMALAYAN 
CAMPSITE
LUXURY CAMPS IN THE HEART OF UTTARAKHAND 
HIMALAYAS

Featured as few secluded stays that are not only away from the touristy towns but also promise exclusivity, 

safety and the option to rent the space for longer duration.
Read the featured story here 

Rated 5 star on Google and Trip advisor

https://www.lonelyplanet.com/articles/the-hills-are-calling


Moksham Himalayan Campsite

Perched on the hilltop at an altitude of 2100 mt. amidst 
dense deodar and oak forest, Moksham is an 
amalgamation of breathtaking Himalayas, tons of 
experiences, pinch of spirituality and magnificent 
hospitality. The campsite and our team stand strong to 
the name Moksham (liberation) 

A LIBERATING GLAM-PING EXPERIENCE IN HIMALAYAS

UNIQUE SOULFUL EXPERIENCES

Be it nature walks, a peaceful Spiritual session, a short 
hike to nearby walkable summit or a culinary blast, we've 
cherry picked the best of experiences at Moksham to help 
you connect with your inner being. We make sure you 
use your Vacation the right way

SOULFUL LUXURY CAMPS

Every camp at Moksham is designed to uplift your subtle 
energies by providing you an ambience of luxury and 
silence. Each private luxury camp opens up to the 
enchanting Dabka valley offering you views that brings in a 
gush of positivity and compassion within you. The interiors 
are a blend of boutique and simplified living giving you a 
sense of space both outside and within you . Each 
bathroom is equipped with ultra luxury toiletries to 
rejuvenate your senses, when you come out, you are ready 
for a soulful day.



LUXURY AND GLAMOROUS 
CAMPS

Each Luxury Camp is uniquely designed to offer you a private 
space both within and outside. To make your vacations liberating 
every camp is fitted with ultra luxury pure pine flooring 
accompanied by pure wood furniture. Equipped further with a 
private work space and adequate lighting options, It helps you 
create space both outside and within you.

King Size Double bed

Comfortable Work Table 

Luxury Bathrooms

Private Deck Aesthetic Dressing 

Indulging Interiors Wifi

Electric Kettle



Luxury Tent 
Category

CP MAP AP

Nirvana ₹ 4500.00 ₹ 5250.00 ₹ 5750.00

Kaivalya ₹ 4500.00 ₹ 5250.00 ₹ 5750.00

PRICE EXCLUDES GST OF 12% AS PER GOVERNMENT REGULATIONS

PRICING PER TENT FOR 2 OCCUPANTS FROM  

MARCH 01, 2021 - DEC 31 2021

CP - Continental Plan (Includes Veg + Egg Breakfast)  
MAP - Modified American Plan (Includes Breakfast and 
Dinner( Veg + Non Veg) 
AP - American Plan (Includes Breakfast, Lunch and Dinner)

Extra bed - 700 per person includes breakfast. An all meal plan 
for extra bed cost 1200/- 

EXCLUSIONS

__Transport Charges from Haldwani or Delhi Airport or any 
transport to reach the campsite 

__Drivers can be accommodated at Pangot / Gugukham or 
Nainital, we have no facilities for accommodating drivers at 
Moksham. You are welcome to bring maids, standard cottage 
charges will apply. 

__We offer Multiple paid Experiences at Moksham. All 
activities are guided by experts and can be booked at the 
property 

Moksham Meal Plan ( any of the following combos) 
  
Breakfast: (9am-10:30 am) 

1. Stuff Paratha/Dahi -1 Tea/coffee 
2. Aloo Pyaaz Paratha/Dahi -  1 Tea/coffee 
3. Aloo Poori -1 Tea/coffee  
4. Chole Bhature -1 tea/coffee  
5. Toast and Omelette - 1 Tea/coffee 
6. Toast and Scrambled egg -  1 Tea/coffee 
7. English Breakfast ( 2 toast,1 egg scrambled, 2 sausage, 

1 portion of baked beans) -  1 tea/coffee 

Lunch: (1pm-3pm)  
   
1. Daal Tadka / Daal Makhani  
2. Mix Veg/ seasonal veg /Paneer item  
3. Plain Roti 
4. Rice 

Dinner: (8:pm- 9:30pm)  

1. Butter Chicken/ Kadai chicken/ Pahadi chicken  
2. Mix Veg/ seasonal veg /Paneer item  
3. Plain Roti 
4. Rice 

Snacks served during evening hours on special 
request are not included in the meal plan 

KNOW BEFORE YOU BOOK 
CLICK TO READ

Check in:  12: 00 PM              Check out:10:00 AM 

https://www.mokshamcampsite.com/know-before-you-book


Phone: 9910700328 / 8826023591/ 
7906827442

Direct Booking Options

Email: mokshamcampsite@gmail.com

Bank Account Transfer
Kotak Mahindra Bank 
Moksham Himalayan Campsite  
IFSC Code:  
KKBK0005475 
Account Number: 0414089288 

Cancellation Policy
Any cancellation received within 30 days prior to arrival will incur 0% charge of the booking value. 
Any cancellation received within 15 days prior to arrival will incur the 50% charge of the booking 
value. Any cancellation received within 7 days prior to arrival will incur the 100% charge of the 
booking value. Failure to arrive at the property will be treated as a no-show and no refund will be 
given. In the event of premature departure, the full extent of the stay as originally booked and 
confirmed will be charged. *In case of cancellation The amount is refunded back in 7 working days) 

We understand that we can be faced with unforeseen and very challenging situations including but 
not limited to due to inclement weather, snow and ice conditions, political restrictions, travel bans, 
epidemics or pandemics, or any other cause.. In such cases, we will allow a one time date change 
amendment without any charges, uptil one year from the date of the original booking. Any difference 
in tariff will be borne by the client. This flexibility will be available to those bookings where we have 
received 100% payment. 

KNOW BEFORE YOU BOOK 
CLICK TO READ

https://www.mokshamcampsite.com/know-before-you-book
mailto:mokshamcampsite@gmail.com
https://www.bankbazaar.com/ifsc-code/kotak-mahindra-bank/uttarakhand/nainital/haldwani-branch-branch.html


SOULFUL EXPERIENCES
CHERRY PICKED FOR TRULY LIBERATING VACATIONS

VILLAGE WALKS

NATURE WALKS & HIKES BIRD WATCHINGAuthentic and Rustic. Our 
Village Walks introduces 
you to the ancient culture 

of Kumaon region of 
Uttarakhand

Take a walk through 
dense oak or deodar 

forest or a short hike to 
nearby walkable summit. 
Every thing is guided and 

with loads of snacks

Moksham is centrally 
located in birdwatching 

haven of Naina Devi bird 
Conservation Reserve. 
Our team comprises of 
experts helping to spot 

birds like no other.

GUIDED 500/-PERSON

GUIDED 700/-PERSON

GUIDED 2000/-PERSON - 6 HOURS



SOULFUL EXPERIENCES
CHERRY PICKED FOR TRULY LIBERATING VACATIONS

WILDLIFE SAFARIS

DINNER UNDER THE STARS YOGA AND DHYANLate night Jeep Safaris in 
Naina Devi Bird 

Conservation Reserve is 
the best way to spot 

Tigers, Himalayan Bears 
and Leopards. Guided 

Safaris

A Romantic under the 
stars, offsite private 

dinner experience for 
couples. The dinner is 

complimented by a 
private chef and a 3 

course meal.

Designed for spiritual 
aspirants, our Yoga and 
Dhyan sessions gives 

you deep insights into the 
ancient science of 

becoming one with god. 

GUIDED 800/-PERSON

GUIDED 2000/-COUPLE

GUIDED 3000/-PERSON



CAFE 
MOKSHAM

A QUAINT LITTLE CAFE WITHIN THE CAMPSITE INSPIRED BY 
OFFERING GREAT LOCATION AND FABULOUS FOOD


	MOKSHAM HIMALAYAN CAMPSITE
	CAFE MOKSHAM

